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Local Story 
Gay Teen Group Grows Up and ·out 
The Gay Teen Alliance Offers Gays Under 2_5 Support During the "Wander Years" 
M
ost young gay· women and 
men find coming out of the 
closet a lonely experience. · 
Too old to ignore their sexual-
ity and too young or afraid to find mentors 
at the bars, they previously had to sit on 
the sidelines until their turned 21. For 
many, the wait often proved too long; sui-
cide rates for gay teens remains high, as do 
the number of young gay men wllose first 
sexual encounters end with -.their being 
infected with HIV. 
The Gay Teen Alliance (GTA) of 
Monterey County hopes to reach these 
men and women. GTA's only requirement 
for membership is that . participants be 
under the age of 25. "It's basically here to 
provide a safe supportive enviromont for 
gay youth since there aren't other outlets in 
the area," said GTA coordinator Craig 
Wenzl, who is himself 28 years old.· 
The group has expanded considerably in 
the last several years, and now has 25 
members. A Salinas meeting will begin · 
shortly, since previously all meetings had 
been held on the peninsula. Group activi-
ties include a movie night, pizza parties, 
and special ev~nts, among them a dance 
celebrating National Coming Out Day on 
October 11th. 
process which includes .a personal refer-
ence and criminal records check, several 
interviews with MCAP staff members, and 
a thorough training program helps to guar-
antee that facilitators and adult volunteers 
Wenzl said that GTA focuses on issues of 
most interest to gay teenagers and young 
adults: dating, coming out ("Avery popu-
lar thing to talk about," said Wenzl), AIDS, can be trusted. GTA currently has ten adult 
and safer sex. The latter isn't surprising facilitators and anyone over the age of 25 is 
since the group is sponsored by the · encouraged to apply. 
Monterey County AIDS Project (MCAP) as The GTA hopes to let more teens know 
part of their gay outreach program called about its programs by contacting Monterey 
Man-to-Man. ; County schools. The group will send letters 
G fr h 
1 1 
. to school counselors. as a resource, and will 
ay mentors om t ~ oca. comm~ity do as much as possible to have a presence 
are al~ays needed. A rune-pomt screerung , at both high schools and colleges. 3 Ill> 
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!
remember dancing "The Gigolo" at 
Homecoming. I remember ditching 
homeroom for Winchell's & Wins tons. I 
. remember wearing all the right labels. I 
remember having a 28-inch waist and an ass 
you could bounce quarters off of. 
I remember falling in love with Magda Ayoub 
and Tony Schlemmer in the same semester. I 
remember wondering why-why it was taking so 
very long for everyone to figure out that I was 
gay. 
Twelve years later while on a trip home to 
Sacramento, I kissed a linebacker from my high 
school football team (the Trojans-go figure) after 
hearing about the crush he had on me in Mrs, 
Barham's English class. Someone, it seems, had 
figured it out. They just hadn't let me in on the 
secret. 
It's important that our community not forget 
the awkwardness we experienced in high school, 
the fear of going into our first gay bar, or the "vir-
gin shakes" of our first sexual encounter, one that 
may or may not have been driv'en by love. 
My great hope is that the gay teenagers of today 
will feel that they belong to a greater communi-
ty-that all gay women aren't crystal-wearing 
vegans, gym teachers, or leather-clad motor-
cylists and that all gay men aren't crystal-snorting 
gym bunnies, RuPaul, or leather-clad motorcy-
clists. 
The failure of the State legislature to pass AB101 
is a tragedy for gay youth. If the gay community 
has matured beyond the superficiality of the 7Q's, 
its members need to see beyond their immediate 
needs. The Gay Teen Alliance, recognized at Gay 
Pride as the Organization of the Year, is a shining 
example of how gay people are recognizing their 
responsibility to the future of our community. 
This issue of The Paper was meant to ease my 
conscience a bit. It's dedicated to providing gay 
youth in Monterey County with a glimpse into 
the life they have ahead of them. The world we 
create for them and leave to them should be the 
other side of the rainbow. Or, at the very least, 
Kansas. · 
A Bit About the Bashing 
The Pape; would like to recognize M~tt Friday, 
Bruce Carlson, and Nick Kaleel for their extraor-
dinary efforts in organizing our community in 
response to the gay b·ashing in August. I'd also 
like to thank the people who 9ffered their services 
free of charge to the victim; he was overwhelmed 
with the amount of support you provided. 
I've often said that Monterey's gay community 
didn't yet exist. I was wrong. If the "out" ·gay 
communities of Santa Cruz and San Jose-who so 
freely criticize us as "conservative" and "back-
wards" -showed this much compassion and con-
cern, there wouldn't be as many beatings in their 
streets. Be proud of yourselves. 
-Wes Kashiwagi, Class of '83, Publisher 
Boston/New York AIDSRide 3 Raises 
$ 7 .5 Million for East Coast Orgs. 
Letters to the Editor 
WNBA Coverage Not 
Happening in Herald 
As a great supporter and fan of the WNBA 
(Women's National Basketball Association), I was 
appalled and disgusted at the response I received 
.from the Sports Editor of the Herald regarding lack 
of coverage in our local newspaper. The following 
is a copy of the letter I sent to the Editor of the 
Herald on August 9. So far, my letter has NOT 
been printed. What do you think? 
Dear Editor of THE HERALD .... 
When is the WNBA (Women's National 
Basketball Association) ever mentioned in the 
Herald Sports pages? The answer is never. 
I spoke to Dave Haerle, the Sports Editor on the 
phone today. He says he won't put any news cov~ 
erage of the WNBA in the paper because this area 
doesn't have a local'team. What?? 
Mr. Haerle, give us women a chance. Give the 
girls who are playing now onbasketball teams in 
our local schools, some heroes to look up to and to 
read about, just as the boys have the opportunity to 
learn about everyday in the Herald. 
And, for those of you who would like to see some 
articles on the WNBA, Mr. Haerle informed me 
that he will wait until he hears 'from 99 more peo-
ple who would like to see any WNBA coverage. 
You can contact Mr. Haerle at 646-4333 after 2 
p.m,, email him at Herald@scripps.com or FAX 
372-0401. He is challenging us fans, so what are we 
waiting for? 
-Bonnie Schmidt 
Gay on Gay Crime 
As a member of the gay community I am truly 
saddened by the recent hate crime that took place 
on Lighthouse Ave. I am not talking about the 
much publicized event While that was truly a 
hideous violation of that man's right to be, it was 
committed by a persons from the o~tside. 
The hate crim~ of which I write was committed 
by one of our own, witnessed by others from the 
community and kept from the person to which it 
was committed. It's ironic that we condemn the 
young ·men who committed the assault that 
evening but are willing to look the other way when 
it involves one of our own, Do we think that little 
of each other? Js_ being able to frequent certain 
T
he third annual 
AIDSRide - from . 
Boston to New York 
City ended in a 
grand ceremony Sunday, 
Sept. 14th in the Chelsea dis-
trict of New York City. 
Tens of thousands of' well-
wishers gathered to cheE:r the 
3,188 riders as they ended 
their journey. The money they ill- < 
raised will benefit the Lesbian 
Bisexual Gay Community i{ 
Center of New York City (pic-
tured below) and the 
Community Health Project in 
Boston. 
The first rid·ers to arrive at 
the stage set up on 7th Ave. 
were the dozen or so HIV+ 
in.embers, made visible by 
their bright orange pennants 
attached to their bicycles. 
A lone bicycle -· w~s lea~ 
down the street to remind · 
those in attendance of the 
hundreds of thousands of 
men, women, and children 
lost to AIDS in the past 14 
years. 
establishments more important than assuring the 
safety and well being of our fellow community 
members, those we call friends? 
I certainly hope those who chose to look the other 
wa y are never place dina similar situation. It's dis-
heartening to know people we call friends disap-
pear at the first sing of conflict. Good luck to us all. 
- Dave Z.,. Pacific Grove 
. Beyond Vicious 
There is a common held belief in the gay com-
munity that 'in order for one to be gay /lesbian one 
has to be vicious. Well, this is not the case, These 
are now the days when most of us will not tolerate 
vicious queens' in the name of high camp humor. 
There is fim in humoring those parts of gay life that 
_we don't agree with b1:.1t when others 'denigrate' 
segments of the community or others in the name 
of camp' then one must wonder whether these 
individuals have any semblance of self-esteem: You 
don't need to 'put down' other gay men who are 
not in 'your clique' just to bolster your ego and 
score points, You score more points by being your-
self, by not pretending that you own the whole 
joint, and by not expecting everyone to adore you 
the minute you walk through the door. Get over it 
already! · DEADLINES 
Dress as you· want, be what you want, but its 
time to stop being vicious to people we.don't like 
in the name o·f being 'gaf. Those days of constant 
cat-fights are over. Get over it! Get a life! We are 
more than our caddy double-entendres. 
We don't need to become 'straight-looking' · or · 
'straight-acting' in order to get respect. We can still 
be queens, or regular Joes, who love a good time 
and uot step all over people. If we want to fight, 
then we should fight for gay equality at all fronts, 
This is the true meaning of being gay /lesbian or 
being a queen: to fight against discrimination and 
for our equal rights. The queen that started the 
stonewall riots fought for the cause and did not tol-
erate in-fighting wHh one another. There is more to 
life then always living under the disco lights. Fight 
for all the rights that we are entitled to as American 
citizens. We are not aliens from Mars! We are peo-
ple! When are we going to stand up for ourselves 
and stop allowing the majority to treat us as second 
class citizens! Stand up and fight for equality 
instead of fighting ourselves! IT'S TIME TO COME 
TOGETHER!!!! . 
-·Kassi Ydris, Monterey 
Nov/Dec issue: Nov. 1 
Ad placement' deadline is also 
Nov. 1, materials due Nov. 5 
Errata from July/August 
The Paper strives to provide the most 
accurate new_ coverage, but sol!le-
times we make mistakes-big ones. 
In John Laird's column on domestic 
partnership (pg. 16) I mistakenly 
inserted that Monterey County City. 
and County, Hartnell College, and 
Monterey Peninsula College offered 
domestic partnershlp benefits. 
Unfortuantely, this is not true. I'd like 
to make it clear that this error was 
The Paper's and not John Laird's. 
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Gay Teen Alliance coordinator Craig Wenzl. The Gay 
Teen Alliance will soon become the only regularly 
scheduled public gay meetings in Salinas . . 
"GTA" Continued from page 1 
"I see the groups getting 
larger,"-said Wenzl. "We have 
a really energetic group right 
now, and they're inviiting 
their friends. -We've had 
heavy advertising in the 
Coast Weekly, The Herald, and 
other local media. I see the 
attendance steadily rising. 
The biggest problem _ with 
being a gay teen is having no 
where to hang out where you 
can be open about your sexu-
al orientation. GTA is a posi-
tive outlet for all of that 
youthful gay energy." 
The GTA was awarded the 
"Most Outstanding Gay 
Organization" award • at 
1997's Annual Gay Pride 
Festival in June. This year's 
judges cited its recent success 
in reaching an often ignored 
segment -of the gay /les-
bian/bisexual/ trans gen-
dered community. 
You can reach Craig Wenzl 
for information on the Gay 
Teen Alliance · at 772-8202 
weekdays. You may leave a 
message. All information is 
held strictly confidential. 
Lesbianism Isn't Free Choice 
A
University of Oregon res. earcher con-
cludes that becoming a lesbian is not 
a simple matter- of culture vs. genes. 
The study is outlined in a new book 
by UO sociologist Arlene Stein, "Sex and 
Sensibility: Stories of a Lesbian Generation," 
published this year by · the University of 
California Press. 
"Lesbians are not a monolithic group," Stein 
argues. Stein says her study indicates, instead, 
that a variety of factors are involved in an indi· 
vidual becoming a lesbian. There is no credible 
evidence, she insi~ts, that either homosexuality 
or heterosexuality is biologically determined, 
but neither is it freely chosen. 
"To reduce sexuality to a matter of choice or 
biology is a simplification," Stein observes. The 
book is based on in-depth interviews with more 
than 40 women and focuses upon the experi-
ences of baby boomer lesbians; Stein says she 
focused on baby boomers because they came of 
age, just as lesbianism was itself II coming out of 
the closet." 
"This group of women came of age at a politi-
cally volatile and exciting time," Stein says. 
"They felt that opportunities to recreate them-
selves were opening up. Feminism served as an 
impetus for that notion of recreation and self cre-
ation." Stein contends that many boomers took 
that message to heart and said "This (a lesbian) 
is who I want to be." -
Among the most controversial chapters in tne 
book is a discussion of "ex-lesbians," women 
who lived as lesbians for a number of years, who 
have now decided that they prefer primary rela-
tionships with men. The book ~etails the stories 
of 10 of these women and of the troubling ques-
tions this raises .about who is a "real lesbian." 
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Local Talent 
Sought for -'98 
Pride Benefit 
Pride of Monterey County will 
hold its first fundraiser for 1998' s 
pride celebration at the After Dark 
nightclub Sunday, October 12th. 
"It's a way that the community can 
contribute and have a great time," 
said Bernice Labelle, who is coordi-
nating the event an4 will serve as 
master of ceremonies. "We're look-
ing for a diversity of talent." 
For more information or to sign up 
for the tryouts, call the main Pride of 
Monterey County line at 655-2045. 
Leave your name and-YOU! phone 
number. 
Erotic Art 
Benefit at_ the 
After Dark 
Local artist Jamie Kissel, well 
known for his erotic mixed media 
artwork, will show his work at a 
benefit for the John XXIII AIDS 
Ministry will be held October 5th 
from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. at the After 
Dark nightclub in Monterey (214 
Lighthouse Ave., 373-8470). 
Wine and cheese will be served at 
the showing. Ten percent of all sales 
will be given to John XXII AIDS 
Ministry, a local AIDS service 
provider. One of Kissel' s drawings 
valued at $600 will be raffled off 





The 1997 Monterey Bay AIDS Walk 
is seeking volunteers for a mµnber 
of activities. The largest fundraiser 
for AIDS organizations in Monterey 
and Santa Cruz counties, the walk 
needs help distributing walk forms 
and posters · to local businesses, 
forming teams, making phone calls, 
and registering people the day of the 
way. 
The 1997 Monterey Bay AIDS Walk 
will be held Saturday, October 18th. 
CaU 633-0538 in Santa Cruz or 394-
47 47 in Monterey, or write to the 
Monterey Bay. Walk for AIDS, P.O. 




One of the local supporters at the 
recent press conference called by the 
gay community was Rev. Beth 
Miller, who joined the Unitarian 
Universalist Church as their pastor 
in early September. 
Jo Ann Novoson, president of the 
church's board, said, /'Our church 
has long flourished in this county as 
a spiritual home for a very diverse 
community of religious liberals." 
Novoson went on to state that Rev. 
Miller would help to continue that 
tradition. For more information on 
the Unitarian Universalist Church, 
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What Happened When 
•. \ 
August15 _ August 15 August 16 
At approximately 1 :30 a.m. a gay man is attacked and 
brutally beaten on the 200 block of Lighthouse Ave. in 
New Monterey by two assailants who escape on foot. 
According· to the victim, the assailants asked before 
attacking him whether he was a "fucking queer." 
Suspects caught by the 
police at approximately 
4 p.m. and charged with 
two felony counts 
including a hate crime, 
and released on bail at 
approx. 9:30 p.m. The 
Paper posts bulletin 
informing patrons of 
Lighthouse bars. 
First reports of the gay 
bashing appear in the 
local media. It is the lead 
story in the Monterey 
County Herald and all 
local television stations. 
Reports travel as far 
north as San Francisco 
arid San Jose. 
August 19 
Representatives from -
local minority and civil 
rights groyps called 
together by local gay 
activists Matt Friday 
(pictured below) and 
Bruce Carlson meet in 
Del Rey Oaks to plan 
response. 
August 20 
Community groups hold 
a press conference at 
the-scene of the crime. 
Monterey mayor Dan 
Albert, Councilwoman 
Ruth Vreeland, and 
County Supervisor Dave 
Potter (pictured below) · 
attend in support 
Victim discovered here 
"We don't want this to happen in our community. We have the right to live and feel safe. There is nothing but complete disgust from the community at large [over this incident}. - Monterey Mayor Dan Albert 
Who are the 
Alleged Gay 
Bashers? 
Jason Bryan Soboles~i 
20, 6'1", 220# 
Monterey resident, · star 
high school football 
player 
Johnathon Earl Maxon 
20, 5'11 "I 180# 
Monterey resident 
Latest Word on the 
Bashing Victim 
T
he only unknown player remaining 
in the gay bashing case is the vic-
tim himself. When The Paper spoke 
to the victim the night before this 
issue went to press, his ribs were still sore 
from where he was kicked. No bones were 
broken in the attack, but even after six 
weeks his lip and nose are also still slightly 
swollen and tender. 
Life Changed Forever 
The victim, who has chosen to remain 
anonymous thus far, was subpeonaed by 
the district attorney to appear at the prelim- · 
inary hearing October 2nd. The district 
attorney informed the victim that he will 
indeed be pressing the hate crime charges. · 
For the man who was attacked, the legal 
process isn't the only thing he has had to 
contend with. The victim is not fully out of 
the closet, and making his ~dentity known 
will mean having to reveal his sexuality to 
his employer. 
However, the victim also told The Paper 
that he is resolute about seeing this go to 
trial. "I'm not going to be pressed back into 
the closet for_ being beaten just for who I 
am," he said. "It's difficult ... there's no 
going back." 
Taking Care of Our Own 
"I've been just overwhelmed with the 
response from the gay community," said the 
victim. "And the response from the straight 
community ... the outrage they've expressed. 
It's great. I'd have never expected it." . 
The victim said that after the beating what 
was running through his mind was that the 
police wouldn't be able to catch the two 
men that beat him. His fears were allayed 
when the Monterey Police Department, 
lead by Detective Figeroa and Detective 
Olson, arrest~d and charged two Monterey 
men with the crime that same day. 
"It's more than I expected from the 
police," said the victim. "It's changed my 
view of the law enforcement people here. 
We have to give credit to them. They did a 
great job in this case." Many within the gay 
community have expressed similar change 
in how they view the local police. 
The preliminary hearing is scheduled to 
be held Oct. 2nd . at the Monterey County 
Courthouse. The victim has one year to file 
civil charges if he so chooses. -WK 
The arraignment of the alleged gay bashers drew 15-20 members of the gay community and its supports to the 
Monterey County Courthouse in Monterey. The protestors stood _ in front of the courthouse with signs saying 
,K@FHti"''·I "Drunkeness·is not a defense" and "Being gay is not a cri~e, beating gays is a crime." There were not confrontations 
,:@%.,<,: ..• ,, ·''""•i<,,,:,,,,, , as Jason Soboleski, one of the two defendents (pictured right) entered the courthouse with his family. 
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August 20 (-cont.) August 23 September 2 October 2 
Groups represented include the NAACP (Mel Mason, 
pictured below), LULAC, the ACLU, the Coalition of 
Minority Organizations, the Unitarian Church, a Filipinq-
American group, and the gay community. 
A list of ways to let government officials, including the 
district attorney, know the importance of seeing this 
case go to trial is distributed. 
Bashing suspects' 
lawyer Jim Newhouse is 
quoted in The Herald 
that although his "drunk 
as a skunk" client 
attacked the man, he did 
not know that the victim 
was was gay. Maxon's 
lawyer only states that it 
was not a hate crime. 
Bashing suspects are arraigned at Monterey County 
Courthouse. Twenty gay community members and sup-
porters gather outside courtroom to lend support to vic-
tim. Suspects piead not guilty to all charges. 
Preliminary hearing is scheduled for October 2nd. 
Bashing suspects 
scheduled to appear at 
the preliminary hearing 
at Monterey County 
Courthouse. The date is 
open to change. 
"We are like a combat unit unit fighting frar and ignorance for a man beat.en for _being nothing more than who he is. We want our dear brother to know that we are here for his eternal support." - Mel Mason, NAACP 
Death Threats 
Follow Local Man 
After Bashing . Alocal man has received death 
threats following the gay bash-
ing, possibly because of his 
involvement in publicizing the 
event. 
Nick Kaleel, who worked as a bartender at 
one of the gay bars in the neighborhood 
where the attack occured, received his first 
death threat one week before the bashing, 
but didn't think much of it. 
After the attack and his appearance on a 
local television news show, the number of 
calls increased dramatically. Callers asked 
for Kaleel by name, then threatened him by 
saying "This is only the beginning" and 
"We're watching you." 
The worst threat according to Kaleel was 
· the letter he 
received. The let-
ter was post-
marked in San 
Jose, but men-
tioned Kaleel by 
name. 
Kaleel contacted 
the Monterey City 
Police Depart-
ment. An officer 
took a copy of the 
written death 
threat and offered 
Nick Kaleel received death to provide Kaleel 
threats follo~ing ~~ appear- with a police escort. 
ance on local telev1s1on. l l hif . h Ka ee 's s t at t e 
bar weekdays ended at 2 a.m. when there is 
little traffic on Lighthouse Ave. 
Kaleel was quick to say that other 
Monterey residents have been supportive 
following his appearance on the news. 
"People at the grocery store have stopped 
me and asked 'How is the man that was 
attacked'," said Kaleel. -WK 
First Person 
T
he publisher of The 
Paper was one of the 
first people to arrive at 
the scene of the attack. 
Here is his account of the events 
that evening: 
I'd just walked out of the . 
After Dark with two friends. It 
was around 1:30 a.m., but there 
was still traffic on Lighthouse. I 
started walking to my car, 
which was parked in front of 
the bookstore next t6 the bar. 
I first suspected that there was 
something wrong when Errol 
Boddy, the doorman from the 
After Dark, and a woman that 
I'd noticed earlier that evening 
had started dqwn the street. 
One of my friends had gone 
ahead. to see what was happen-
ing, so I decided to join him. 
When I got there, I saw a man 
sitting on the sidewalk holding 
his nose. The street . was fairly 
well lit, but I didn't recognize 
him; I assumed he was a tourist 
who wasn't feeling well. · 
The woman who had sum-
moned the doorman from the 
After Dark started explaining 
what had happened: that she 
and her friends had been in her 
car when the man sitting on the 
curb was being attacked. She 
stepped out of her car to stop 
the attack when the assailants 
started pounding the man's 
head into the back of her 
Cherokee. The woman said that 
she confronted the two 
assailants and demanded that 
they stop t_he attack or she 
would call tl}e police, where-
upon the two men fled the 
scene on foot. 
After looking more closely, I 
realized that the man sitting on 
the curb was an acquaintance of 
mine, and that the only reason I 
hadn't recognized him was that 
his face was swollen and disfig-
ured. The pool of liquid in front 
· of him, which I thought was a 
spilled glass of cranberry juice, 
was the blood dripping from 
his nose. 
A patrol car arrived about ten 
minutes. after. My friend James 
Mearns ran to fhe Lighthouse 
Bar & Grill for a towel and 
some ice to stop the swelling 
and mop up some of the blood. 
The hands of the woman who 
had gone for help were still cov-
ered in blood so I got some wet 
napkins from the AD. and let 
one of the owners know what 
had happened. A fire engine 
and an ambulance showed up 
after another 10 minutes. The 
victim seems agitated at the 
brusque manner of the para-
medics. They loaded the victim 
onto a gurney and drove him to 
Community Hospital· in "the 
ambulance. A fireman washed 
away most of the blood on the 
sidewalk.. 
One of the passengers in the 
Cherokee went with the patrol-
men to see if he can identify 
two men cornered on the bike 
trail that fit the description 
given by the victim. They 
return later; the man was 
unable to give a positive identi-
fication. 
My friends and I drove to the 
hospital to check on the victim, 
but the night nurse has no 
information. My friend James 
calls the victim later that 
evening to check on him. -WK 
Court Players 
Monterey District Attorney in charge of 
the . gay bashing casf! 
Dennis La Barbera 
District Attorneys Office 
Monterey County Courthouse 
1200 Aguajito Road 
Monterey, CA 93940 
(408) 647-7770 





l:awyer representing Johnathan Maxon 
Susan E Chapman 






"A house of prayer for all people" 
Sundays, Holy Eucharist at 1 O a.m. 
1092 Neche Buena at Kimball, Seaside, Ca 939t?5 
408/394-17 44 
The Lesbian Alliance 
"The Newsletter is a forun for a visible lesbian community 
which is social, supportive and empowering, encouraging 
action, freedom of expression and connection for 
Monterey County." 
for additional information on events and subscriptions 
call 648-4338 
. _PO BOX 4572 
SALINAS, CA 
93912 
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Resolves on "Us" 
by Anita Hilton 
Contributing Writer 
O
n August 14, a resolution 
was pas5-ed by the American 
Psychological Association, 
reaffirming "psychology's 
opposition to homophobia __ and clients' 
rights to unbiased treatment." The 
APA asked mental-health professionals 
to "take the lead in removing the stig:-
ma of mental illness that has long been 
associated with homosexual orienta-
tion." 
1021 _ Broadway 
Seaside~ ~CA 93955 
408/393-8500 ', 
I 
Open Mon-Fri 10-7, Sat 11-5 
K i -t ch ens 
-wind O W .S 
Carpet 
. Ti I e 











This resolution embodies four princi-
ples: 
• Homosexuality is not a mental dis-
order, and the A.PA opposes all por-
trayals of lesbian,gay and bisexual 
people as mentally ill and in need of -
treatment due to their sexual orien-
tation. 
• Psychologists do not knowingly 
participate in or condone discrimi-
natory practices with lesbian, gay or 
bisexual clients. 
• Psychologists respect the rights -of 
individuals, including lesbian, gay 
and bisexual cl~ents, to privacy, con-, 
-fidentiality, self-determination and 
autonomy. 
Proudly Serving All The Communities On The Peninsula 
• Psychologist obtain appropriate 
infon;ned consent to therapy in their 
work with lesbian, gay and bisexual 
client-s. _ 
Too M. PRITCHETT 
ATTORNEY Kf LAW 
2100 GAR.DEN RoAtJ 
Bun.DING B. SUITE C 30I 
MONTEREY. CA 93940 
Tom Tanner 




(408) 644-985: _ 
FAX: ( 408) 649-3650 
Certified Massage Practitioner 
On Lincoln at 6th 
Carmel, CA 93920 
1.800.997 .3225 
753-0149 
Port of Carmel TraF -,: 
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Next Deadline for 
The Paper is 
Nov. 1st 
Ad placement deadline is also Nov. 1st with materials due no later 
than Nov. 5th. Ca/1655-3756 for information or e-mail wes@mbay.net 
EVOLUTION 
Dance music from DJs Jav 
and Lady Kenmore with 
70s, 8os, Disco Funk 
Old School 
Every Sunday from 8 p.m. 
Weekdays 4:30-2, 
Weekends 8-2 






llen DeGeneres and her writing 
team were honored with an Emmy 
for outstanding comedy writing. 
The Academy of . Television Arts 
and Sciences honored the Ellen team for the 
"Puppy Episode," last year's historic com-
ing out episode. 
On stage and to a crowded room, of 
reporters backstage, DeGeneres made spe-
cial note of gay youth, struggling for accep-
tance. "I accept this on behalf of all the peo-, 
ple,- especially the teens out there, who 
think something is wrong with them 
because they are gay," she told millions of 
Emmy viewers worldwide. "There's noth-
ing wrong with you, and don't let anybody 
make you think there is." 
Ellen was nominated for six awards. In 
addition, The Simpsons episode, "Homer's 
. Phobia,"· which dealt with prejudice against 
a gay man (whose voic~ was provided by 
John Waters), and Tracy Takes On ... , which 
has explored gay themes, won for Best 
Animated Cartoon and Best Variety, Music 
or Comedy Series respectively. 
Growth and Good Ratings 
/'The Academy saw much of what 
American's saw, a incredibly brave person 
allowing her audience to grow with her and 
her television character," said Chastity 
Bono, GLAAD's Entertainment Media 
Director. "Ellen DeGeneres, and the' whole 
Ellen team made history last April, and 
Emmy voters recognized and valued that 
incredible work. Television continues to 
make great strides' at accurate portrayals of 
lesbian and gay mens' lives thanks in large 
part to Ellen and people like her who have 
the courage to simply be themselves." 
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Focus on Gay Youth 
A Coming 
Out Story 
by Corinne Coccia, 18 
Contributing Writer 
I
was one of those lucky people who got 
to have two first loves. One male and 
one fe!Ilale. In junior high I had my first 
boyfriend and I went to school-dances 
_and wrote notes to boys and played "Girl 
Talk" at slumber parties with my friends. So 
when I turned 15 I thought that I was getting 
the hang of the whole "dating guys" thing. 
However that fall semester I became infatu-
ated · with a girl in my math class. I don't 
remember deciding at any one point that I 
wasn't attracted to guys anymore. I just 
remember thinking about her and wanting to 
be around her more than 
any other girl I knew. Then 
went to SAN FRANCISCO and it was the 
first time I'd been there. I think that city 
called me. It was the "something" that I 
needed. I chose that time to tell my her 
because I was so emotionally overwhelmed 
by the accepting vibes of the city. She was 
surprised but happy for me! I have always 
been close to my mom and didn't think she 
would disown me but I still felt an immense 
sense of relief because I no longer had to 
make up stories about what my pride ring 
necklace meant (I used to say they were 
mood rings ... Ha!). 
When I told-my friends about my sexuali-
ty they were accepting as well. I don't have 
a horror story, at least not yet. The worst dis-
crimination towards homosexuals at my 
high school was when the principal (who 
has now been removed) denied the exis-
tence of and prohibited a gay / straight sup-
port club that a few students had formed. I 
was not yet caught up in the whim of 
activism but if I could go back to that 
moment iri my present state of mind, I 
would have raised hell! · 
Coming to college gave 
me that state of mind. I'm I recognized that what I 
was feeling was actually a 
crush and it scared the hell 
out of me! The first thing 
that crossed my mind when 
I thought of the words 'Tm 
gay", was "oh, great .. . this is 
perfect. The tomboy girl 
that everyone called a boy 
anyway is now a lesbian." I 
could practically hea_r the "I 
told you so's" coming at 
me. I remember feeling like 
my whole world had 
stopped--that I had 
As I continue to 
grow up and 
evolve more 
into the person 
I want to 
now a Sophomore at 
California State University 
Monterey Bay and the Vice 
President of an LGBA 
called "All in the Family." 
The hardest part about 
coming out in Orange 
County was not having 
anywhere to go or anyone 
to relate with_ I mean there 
was NOBODY! My friends 
were great but they did 
not have the same feelings 
so they could not relate. 
become, I will 
always have a 
sense of pride. 
absolutely no control over 
who I was or who I would 
ever be. It gave me a wonderful perspective 
of how little control people really have over 
life: ! looked at the small image I had of my 
future and was overwhelmed by the thought 
of how hard my life was going to be now and 
of all the people that I would meet who 
would never understand me. Because of this 
anxiety, I didn't choose to except the chal-
lenge of self-acceptance for about a year. 
Then something changed in my head during 
my senior year of high school. I was-living in 
Orange County and I felt trapped inside of 
myself. But, very slowly, as I was looking for 
a college to go to I was realizing -that there 
was something more out there and for me to 
reach that "something", then I had to be "out 





he Stowitts Museum in down-· 
town Pacific Grove is showing 
original paintings and pho-
tographs from The Stars of the 
Golden Age of Ballet, featuring near life 
sized paintings of Nijinsky, Pavlova, 
Karsavina, Bolm, Fokine and Lopokova 
in their most famous roles. An exhibition 
catalog is available of Nijinsky Dancing. 
The Museum is located at 591 
Lighthouse Avenue, Pacific Grove, 
above the Bay Cafe. Hours are 
Wednesday through Saturday, 1 to 5 
p.m. and by appointment. Admission is 
free . For more information telephone the 
Museum at 655-4488. 
All in the Family was 
small and developing 
when I came into it but it was still like a 
dream come true. Suddenly I had a commu-
nity! The loneliness that I felt for two years 
developed into PRIDE. I posted a version of 
my corning out story to · my school on 
Oct.11th of last year and it was accepted 
campus wide. The confidence that I received 
from that is a foundation that I will use for 
the rest of my life, whether I'm dealing with 
my sexuality or any other conflict that may 
obstruct my path. 
As I continue to grow up and evolve more 
into the person I want to become, I will 
always have a sense of pride. I think every-
one should be proud of who they love. I 
would be as proud to be in love with a man 
as I am to be in _love with a woman. 
People still ask me what my title is or what 
I identify as. They like to say "she's a les-
bian" or "she's bisexual" and I have to 
admit that I take comfort in titles as well. 
However, the person who calls me a lesbian 
is just as right as the person who calls me 
_bisexual. At this point in my life I am attract-
ed to and in love with a woman. That does 
not mean that I am not attracted to or could 
never love a man. I'm just gay in every def-
inition of the word. 
Being gay is not a choice or a disease or a 
curse . It's a phenomena that no · one can 
completely explain. Coming out is an expe-
rience essential to the life of every question-
ing individual whether they are doing it at 
17 or 50. We all walk a common road and 
this story is one of the many pebbles that 
forms it. 
If you have any questions/ comments, e-mail 
me at corinne_coccia@otter.monterey.edu. I 
love talking with people on this subject and 




Oak iired California 6rill 
ServinCJ Dinner NiCJhtly irom 5:00 p.m. - Clo$ed Mondays 
Entrees 
All Entrees Include Baked or Garlic Mashed Potatoes, 
Grilled Polenta and Fresh Garden Vegetable 
Rib Eye Steak .... .. .. . . . ..... ... .. . .... . .. ... ... . ......... . . . ... . . 15.95 
Served with a peppercorn Merlot reduction sauce. 
Top Sirloin . ....... .... ......... . . .. . .. ........... ... . . ..... .. ... . 14.95 
Served with a roasted onion Madeira sauce . 
New York Steak . . .. .. . .. ...... . . . ... . . . ...... . . . . .. .. . .... . .. . . . . . 15.95 
Tender New York topped with an herbed Roquefort butter and mushroom sauce. 
Filet Mignon . . -... . . . . . ...... . . . .. . . ... .... _ ... . .. .. . . . . . . ..... .. . . . 16.95 
Served with a chardonn(ly, porcini mushroom glaze . 
Rack of Lamb .... ........ ... . . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .... . ..... ..... .. . . .. . 18.95 
Wood-fired and served with a balsamic and herbed butter reduction sauce . 
Applewood Smoked Pork .. .. . .. . . .. .. ....... . .. . . . . ... . . .. . ... ..... . 13.95 
MedallionJ of pork accompanied with an apple-cranberry chutney. 
Babyback Ribs . .... ........ . . . ; .. . . . . . . .. . 1/2 Rack 11.95 . . . Full Rack 14.95 
Full or half a rack served with Brix' Carolina honey bar-b-que sauce . 
Wood-Fired Split Chicken .. . .. . . . ... .. ... . . . . . .. . ... ........ ... . .. ... . 9.95 
1/2 chicken grilled with a roasted garUc rosemary glaze. 
Salmon Fillet .. ...... . .. ... . .. ... . . .... . ... . ... . . .. . . -. .. . .. . .. ... . . 13.95 
Grilled and served with a refreshing dill cream sauce. 
·Fodor's Gay Guide 
Author Visits 
Sand City Bookstore 
W
hen someone else writes about you, it usually means you're newsworthy. 
Monterey has finally become a gay destination worth talking about. 
Fodor, one of the most respected names in travel books, has launched a 
series of gay travel guides. The author, Andrew Collins, recently spoke at 
a booksigning at the Sand City Borders. 
Collins was formerly on the editorial staff of Fodors. He pitched the idea of a gay 
guide to the company, and was given an advance against royalties to fund his research. 
The gamble paid ·off. Fodors new gay series is already in its second printing, and the 
Fodor's Gay Guide author Andrew Collins at the· 
Borders bookstore in Sand City. 
series will soon be expandeq to include 20-
25 more American cities as well as a guide 
to Amsterdam. · · 
Dig.ging Below the Surface 
The Fodors guides, unlike the more 
well-known Damron and Ferrari 
guides, also has regional editions 
with detailed information about 
selected cities. A chapter on 
Monterey's gay community is a 
part of the guide on the San 
Francisc~ bay area. 
Collins travels with his 
boyfriend and finds it par-
ticularly nice th?-t many 
straight establishments treat 
them as a couple., 
Mentioning the straight 
community of a given city 
is important to Collins, 
who feels that many gays 
"don't want to travel 
around in a pink 
cocoon.'' 
The Fodor' s gay guides · 
are available at -'local · 
bookstores, · including 
Borders in Sand City. 
Home on the Range: Men Together: Portraits of 
Love, Commitment, and Life (Running Press, ISBN 0-
7624-062-5) is a new book of photographs and essays 
by David Fields and Anderson Jones showing 29 gay · 
couples in long-term .relationships. Each couple 
speaks of the struggles, setbacks frm~trations andtri-
umphs of building a life together. The couples include 
cowboys (pictured above), businessmen, architects, 
fashion designers, and naval officers. Copies ate avail-
able by calling your local bookstore. · 
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September 
Sat, 20th 
Gay Teen Alliance in Salinas 
The local group for gay youth (men and women under 25) will 
hold its first Salinas meeting. Don't miss the pizza party at 
Salinas MCAP office llam-lpm for youth 14-25 years old. Call 
GTA 393-3457 or 772-8202. Point to www.gtamonterey.org. At 
the MCAP Salinas office, 12 E. Gabilan St. 
Su.n, 21st 
Gay Pride Talent Show 
The Pride of Monterey County group holds its first 
fundraiser at the After DarJ.s nightclub, 214 Lighthouse 
Ave., Monterey, 373-8470. 
Mon, 22nd 
Gay Coffee Chat at Morgan's 
Every Monday. -".\J1 informal gathering of local Jes-
. ians and gays at Morgan's Coffee and Tea, 498 
Vashington in Monterey. A very friendly group . 
o get together outside of a bar atmosphere. 
,tarts around 7 p.m. 
Monday Night Football at 
LB&G 
Watch the game on a big screen TV with 
dozens of other non-stereotypical homosexu-
als. Starting whenever the game starts. At 
the Lighthouse Bar & Grill, 281 Lighthouse 
Ave., Monterey, 373-4488. 
Fri, 26th 
GTA Activity Night 
at 7pm: The Incredibly True Story of ThJo 
Girls in Love. Call GTA 393-3457 or 772-
8202. Point to www.gtamonterey.org. 
Sun, 28th· 
MCAP Volunteer Picnic 
in the Sycamore area of Toro Park off of Hwy 68. 
Noon to 5 p.m. Music by Jonah and t_he 
Whalewatchers. Free, but park admission is $5/car 
so carpools are suggested. All-you-can-eat BBQ, vol-
leyball, games. Call 772-8200 for information. 
Folsom St. Fair 
San Francisco's big leathery event. On Folsom near 
the Eagle. Starts when its warm enough to go out 
bareassed in chaps. 
October 
Ttte, 2nd 
Preliminary H~aring of 
Gay Bashing Suspects 
Tune and date are subject to change. Call 
Nick at 394-2559 for details. 
Sun, 5th 
Erotic Art Show Benefit 
at the After Dark 
Well-known artist Jamie Kissel will hold 
an art showing at the After Dark night-
club from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Proceeds from 
a raffle for a drawing \'{Orth $400 and 
10%· of all sales will be given to John XXIII 
AIDS Ministry. Wine and cheese will be ' 
served. The After Dark is located a·t 214 
• ighthouse Ave. in Monterey, 408/373-8470. 
Fri, 10th 
Monterey Bay Bear Meeting 
Now on the SECOND Friday of every month. One of the most 
active.gay social organization in Monterey County. Open to all. 
Potluck meetings are in Seaside. Call Bruce or TeK at (408) 392-
1482. E-mail MontereyBayBears@usa.net. 
Sat, 11th 
National Coming Out Day Dance 
For Youth 14-25. 8-Midnight in Monterey. Call GTA 393-3457 or 
772-8202. Point to www.gtamonterey.org. 
Wed, 15th 
PPN Meeting 
Join the largest gay organization on the Central Coast for infor-
mative speakers and refreshments at the homes of other mem-
bers. Call Del or Donn at 659-2446 for time and location. 
Sat, 18th 
Monterey Bay AIDS Walk 
Join hundreds of locals in the fight against HIV/ AIDS. Call 
MCAP at 772-8200 or 394-4747 for more information. 
Monterey Bears Anniversary Party 
Celebrate the first year of the Central Coast's only bear club. 
Starting at noon. Hamburgers, hotdogs, beer and other drinks 
will be available, and a band is scheduled to play. This event is 
free to members and a $5 donation for non-members. Call Bruce 
or Tex at (408) 392-1482. E-mail MontereyBayBears@usa.net. 
S·µn, 19th 
Beer Bust at the Lighthouse 
Bar & Grill 
Every Sunday from 2 p.m. at the Lighthouse Bar & Grill (for-
merly Title IX) 281 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, 373-4488. 
Fri, 24th 
Gay Youth Activity in Monterey 
7-9 p.m. Call GTA at 393-3457 or 772-8202. Point to www.gta-
monterey.org. ' ~ 
.Fri, 31st 
Halloween! 
The second biggest holiday in the gay calendar. Dress up, dress 
out, dress to win. Events at the After Dark, Franco's, and the 
Lighthouse Bar & Grill. Call for specifics. 
Midnight Movies at the Dream 
Get yourself down to a special showing of the Rocky Horror 
Picture Show. Co-sponsored by the Grande Cypress Empire and 
The Manifesto. Starts at midnight at the Dream Theater in 
Monterey. $5 per person. Call Michael at 394-6846 for more 
information. 
November 
Deadline for The Paper 
Tum in your articles, letters, poems, rants and raves, calendar 
events, etc. Ad placement deadline now coincides with the arti-
cle deadline with ad materials due the following week (\_'Ye're 
serious this time, so send them in on time). Call 655-3756 ore-
mail wes@mbay.net. 
If you need story ideas, the theme for theNovember /December 
issue will be, of course, "The Holidays." We'll feature recipes, 
turkey loss tips, and a lot of pictures fromHalloween (the 
Editors favorite holiday). We are still particularly interested in 
lesbian-themed new articles, anything involving community 
activities, and the ever-popular hard news section: Submit now. 
1 
Su·n, 9th 
S.F. Gay Men's Chorus in Carmel 
The ever popular chorus under the direction of Dr. Stan Hill 
will perform selections from Naked Man, a collection of songs 
about gay life. The concert begins at 1:30 p.m. Tickets are avail-
able for $20 by calling 408/649-1656. Proceeds benefit the 
Monterey County AIDS Project and John XXIIl AIDS Ministry. 
Grande Cypress Rave 
No coronation this year, but one hell of a dance party. At the 
Monterey Conference Center. Sponsored by the Grande Cypress 
Empire. Call 899-1350 for more information. 
Fri, 14th 
Monterey Bay Bear Meeting 
One of the most active gay social organization in Monterey 
County. Open to all. Potluck meetings are in Seaside. Call Bruce 
or Tex at (408) 392-1482. E-mail MontereyBayBears@usa.net. 
T'hu,. 27th. 
Gobble, Gobble 
Gluttony without guilt. Happy Drum~ticks from The Paper 
(whose staff will be traveling en masse to the foggy banks of 
the Sacramento River). Have a Happy Turkey Day from every-
one at The Paper. 
Fri 28th 
. , . 
Gay Teen Alliance Meeting 
The increasingly popular group· for gay women and men under 
25. From 7-9 p.m. Call GTA at 393-3457 or 772-8202. Point to · 
www.gtamonterey.org. 
FAST 12 
Reviews of Cultural Elements 
John E. Brennan 
Film! 
Contact - Gotta love Jodi Foster. Gotta 
hate Matthew McConaughey. An big 
idea film with a little too much charac-
t~r development and little too little 
action. Don't miss it. 
In the Company of Men 
Surprisingly good. People (well, OK, 
men) can be such pigs. Eat lightly 
before viewing. · 
Men in Black - It's been out a while 
and there's a reason: It's good enter-
.....::. 
tainment. At headquarters, keep a fast 
eye out for the "known alien board." It 
includes Stallone and Mizrahi. 
Rent! 
Ridicule (1996): Lightly witty film 
about a country aristocrat who must 
use his wit at the court at Versailles to 
drain the swamps back home. 
Refreshing love interest strangely 
interested in diving suits. Yes, it has 
sul;,titles. 
B 
·.,.,,,,::rnn,t{'"···· B I 
. eer . ust. 
2 p.m. to 2 a.m. every Sunday 
Serving food on Fri-Sat-Sun 
Mon-Tues 
Wed-Sun 
5 p.m. to 2 a-.m. 
2 p.m. to, 2 a.m. 
281 Lighthouse Ave. 
t.,onterey, CA 
408/373-4488 





by Kassi Ydris 
C()ntributing Writer 
F
or those of you out there who are 
ready to settle down and make a 
permanent commitment to your 
'chosen one', I recommend that 
both of you buy the bo"ok, Same-Sex 
Marriage: Pro and Con written by Andrew 
Sullivan who also 
penned that other won-
derful book in favor of 
For those who are just out, new to the 
scene, or who want to meet decent men in 
the hope of a long term relationship, then 
I highly recommend the book, Finding 
True Love In A Man-Eat-Man World: The 
Intelligent Guide To ~ay Dating, Romance, 
And Eternal Love. If you only read one 
book this year, then this should be the 
one, for the author has read all of the dat-
ing guides out there and has compiled all 
the information here for you in one excel-
lent guide. You will learn about how to 
pick up men, how to keep a relationship 
together, and other things that all of us 
should know. 
And if you are looking for a good story, 
then get the book Tales Out of Scbool by -
Benjamin Taylor, which is not your typical 
coming of age story of a young boy grow-
ing up in Galveston Island. The writer's 
elegiac prose and lyrical narrative make 
this a wonderful book to 
read during a lazy 
Sunday afternoon. 
gay equality' entitled, 
Virtually Normal. This 
book covers both sides , 
of. the argu~ents with,. 
out taking sides. 
Whether you want to 
have a legal union or just 
a 'commitment ceremo-
ny', this book brings into 
clear focus the fact that 
we are practically 
'nonexistent' since we 
have · no rights. The 
majority wants to pre-
The majority 
wants to prevent 
us from legal 
marriage because 
it is convenient for 
them·to see us as 
New Music 
If you are looking for 
new music to get, then 
check out the album 
"Extra Virgin" by" Olive. 
You have heard them 
before due to their U.K. 
chart-topping single, 
"You are not qlone". The 
whole album, propelled 
by Ruth-Ann Boyle's 
alluring voice and elec-
promiscuous 
bunnies ... 
vent us from legal mar-
riage because it is conve-
nient for them to see us as promiscuous 
bunnies and are not ready to accept the 
fact that gay /lesbian people are capable 
6f'having long-term relationships. 
tronic bleeps of enchant-
ment-transport you to 
states of utter joy and 
inner calm. Then there are those tracks 
which strike a nerve such.as "Miracle" and 
"I don't think so." Check this out next time 
you are at Tower Records. 
H~waii Marriage Update 
The Fluid Reciprocal 
Beneficiary Status So Far 
172 Couples Tie the Somewhat Fuzzy Knot 
A
s of August !3, 172 Hawaii cou-
ples have tied· the "reciprocal 
beneficiary knot" .· Governor Ben 
Cayetano let Hawai-i's 
Reciprocal Beneficiary Law take effect 
without his signature, as of July 1, 1997. 
Just what the law means is not entirely 
clear--:-it is 92 pages long with numerous 
references to other parts of Hawaii's law 
code. The references. are often just to sec-
tion numbers. So, understanding many of 
t~e references requires the study of many 
more pages of laws. 
In late July Hawaii's Bar Association had 
Dan Foley, the attorney who-has worked 
with the same-gender marriage case since 
1991, brief themselves on what the RB Law 
includes. Especially for the United States it 
is an advanced "domestic partnership" sta-
tus, including at least 50 benefits of mar-
riage (such things as hospital visitation 
rights, the right to inherit property from 
one another, etc.). It's a good first step in 
the direction of full equality (to see how far 
we have to go, there are at least 1,049 refer-
ences to marital status in federal law!). · 
As with all law in the u.s.; it may not be 
clear what a law means until the courts 
have had years to interpret it. Today, for 
technical reasons of exact references, 
Hawaii's Attorney General opined that a 
key benefit (access fo health insurance 
through employers who already give 
health insurance to spouses) can be denied 
In Hawaii, companies do not have to offer 
health insurance to employee spouses and 
children but they must offer it to employ-
ees. The RB Law was intended to say that 
if an employer offers health insurance to 
spouses, the employer must also offer it to 
recipocal beneficiaries. 
Gay & Lesbian 
Wedding Catalog-
F
amily Celebrations is a new 
lesbian owned business which 
stands "out" in a world of 
mass-produced wedding and 
special occasion products. The com-
pany's product line is specifically 
designed for same-sex couples. 
Family Celebrations offers a 
Wedding and Special Occasion cata-
log for the Gay & Lesbian 
Community. If you know anyone 
int~rested in receiving a catalog, con-
tact Family Celebrations at (888) 335-
5998, or write to P.O. Box 3700, San 
Dimas, CA 91773 
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Back to School Already! 
How to look like a million bucks, even if you're a starving stu-
dent (or teacher) 
by Marsha K. Olson 
Fashion Columnist 
Wel.l...Well ... Well ... Summer has practically gone and dis-appeared and we're finally - approaching the fall season. 
This is a favorite time of year for most peo-
ple because of all the holidays like 
Halloween~ Thanksgiving and Christmas 
that are just around the corner. Fall is also a 
good time to pull out those wool trousers, 
sweaters and jackets that have been 
stashed in the back of the closet! And don't 
forget! It's time to go back to SCHOOL!!!!! 
The Ever Fashionable Marsha. 
So you may be returning after a long 
break. .. be it four months, one year, two or 
even ten, but you want to come back look- . 
ing spectacular. Or perhaps you're an 
instructor and you want to make a good 
impression on your new students. You feel 
the need to be the "COOL CAT" of the 
class! So· here are some tips and hints of 
things to look for and where to find them, 
from cheap to pricey while you're on a 
shopping spree! 
Quick Shopping Tips 
You realize that looking good and classy 
can be expensive ... BUT there are alterna-
tives! 
. If you're on a definite budget, may I sug-
gest hitting up all those thrift stores. Why? 
You can put together a decent outfit or sev-
eral of them that won't leave you with an 
empty wallet. 
Most stores like Goodwill or the Salvation 
Army sell pants at around $5-6, jackets at 
$6-8, shirts from $2-3. The advantage? 
You'll have a one of a kind outfit and 
wardrobe that nobody else will have. 
So y01.,1're not interested in searching for 
·great finds at a thrift store but at the same 
time you want to look hip and and stylish, 
Then you're best bet are vintage clothing 
stores. It's convenient and easy because 
most of the garments are arranged in sec-
tions by styles and types you re looking 
for. Prices are usually reasonable, unless 
you stumble upon rare and unique items 
that are sought by fanatical collectors! 
You don't want used, pre-worn gar-
ments? then you'll want to go to places like 
Marshall's, Ross, GAP, outlets, etc., because 
you'll be able to find simple/ casual cloth-
ing at ·affordable prices. 
Clearance racks are a plus! You may find 
that the last ugly jacket that nobody wants, 
may just look fabulous on you!!!!! 
On occasion, cool stuff pops up so keep a 
look out! Believe it or not Target also carries 
vinyl jackets for the young crowd, Orchard 
Supply Hardware carries all-American 
workwear like Dickies and Ben Davis 
which are tough, canvas-like garments 
rugged enough for everyday an schooling. 
Don't care about cost, money, price? Then 
enjoy yourself and shop! Keep in mind that 
style and class are important ... so don't be. a 
cheese ball! 










Burgundy, Wine, Reds 
Lime 
Cremes, Camel, Tan 











Rayon, polyester blends 
Patent leather 
Styles Pea coats, two-tone parkas 
(silver, blue, etc.), plain 
vinyls, V-neck cashmere, 
wool sweaters, sweater 
vests, dusters. Turtlenecks, 
animal prints, mock turtle-
necks, plain front khakis, 
black pinstripe suits, berets 
(Kangol brand). Sporty duf-
fle bags, trench coats in new 
innovative styles and fab-
rices, double breasted vinyl 
jackets, uniform wear, work-
coats, workpants, work-
shirts. · Long black evening 
dresses with a slit worn with 
stiletto heels. 
Shoes Knee_ length to ankle length 
boots with platform heel to 
moderate height. 
Skirts Long maxi skirts, 70's suede 
skirts, minis. 
r--------------------------------, 
FREE HIV TEST 
This card entitles the bearer to one 
(1) free HIV test through any of 
the agencies listed on this card. 
I Courtesty of MCAP's. Man to Man Project I-




Monterey County AIDS Project, call: 
394-4747 Seaside. · 
772-8200 Salinas 
L---------~------~~-------~-~----~ 
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"Fag" 
pirahnas have come to eat away at your soul 
pirahnas of the 'straight-world' to tell you 
how 
. to live-as if they knew 
inside the cathedrals God is laughing 
he never intended tor any of this 
and now it hurts too much 
so he's laughing and crying for them 
those who have, those who he will send 
to condemnation, and the angels will serenade 
you 
fag, queer, faggot 
your heart has illumined the eclipsed nightsx 
and a poet of the apocalypse you are 
when you dance close to the lights 
dreaming of love, 
dancing so close to him, 
in the nights, so close 
and the stars were taken long ago from their 
eyes 
but you have found them, ' 
yes, 
you have found them. 
(c) Copyright 1997. Kassi Ydris. 
For: Amelia 
Like a barrel down a Waterfall 
uncertain of its fate 
the possibilities of our destruction are 
endless. Shattered dreams ·and false hopes 
May befall us 
Can We be certain that We Will Maintain 
our dignity, our Sanity? 
Can We build a trust and never observe 
each other 
Merely hearing the Voices 
gazing at the photographs, 
reading teh words, 
dreaming about each other? · 
On frist Sight, Will We be disappointed 
or our love confirmed and Stronger? 
l 
I Wear a blindfold and harnd you my 
heart. ... and my soul 
two precious gifts from m~ to you 
My trust is implicit and 
My love Constant 
and no Matter if We are Separated 
by time, distance 
No Walls are too high 
No Chains too thick 
My love Will come to you 
always and forever . 
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Autumn in New York Monster is perhaps the strangest gay bar I've ever been in; the top is a slightly fune-real piano bar, the basement is a small but 
busy disco. We ended the- evening at 
Splash, a disco in the Chelsea district (50 
W. 17th St.) with a pool theme. As you·can 
guess the go-go boys~alternately on stage 
showering or covering their semi-soft "div-
ing boards with tiny · towels-and the 
cheery bartenders extend the theme. Nice 
dancefloor, decent music, elegant lower 
bar. 
pointment-m~re of an Easter parade than 
anything else, although the uniforms were 
. impressive. The Spike (120 11th Ave. on the 
-Westside Hwy.) was at the opposite end of 
the "friendly" spectrum, although I would 
only recommend ventur_ing into the leather 
curtained biker lounge in the rear if you 
feel like a grope. The Eagle (42 11th Ave.) 
just down the street is more relaxed and 




. t takes a trip to the Big Apple to really 
understand that everything else is 
small potatoes. New York City offers 
everything you could ever want in 
very large quantities 24-hours a day. 
The place to explore is Greenwich Village. 
Imagine the Castro times ten and you'll 
have some idea. of the number of restau-
rants, shops, bars, and dance clubs in the 
Village. Christopher St. is 
packed with everything for 
everyone, from leather har-
nesses to chi chi furnishings. 
Contrary to what you might 
think, the people are friend-
ly and cosmopolitan, the 
taxi drivers are honest, and 
the streets feel relatively 
safe for a big city. 
Start your tour of the 
Village with a stop along the 
bike path that runs down 
the west side of 
Manhattan (pictured 
When I'm bored, I hit the leather bars. I ' 
might mention that bars serve until 4 a.m., 
which means no one actually shows up 
until midnight. The Lure (409 W. 13th St.) 
was cavernous and an equally huge disap-
My plane fare roundtrip from Monterey 
to Kennedy airport was $344. Cab fare 
between JFK and midtown Manhattan 
runs $35-42 and takes about 50 minutes. 
For more information, contact your local 
travel agent, or visit www.hx.com for the 
latest club info. -WK 
left). It'~ a pretty stop 
to enjoy the weather, 
which hovors 
around 75 degrees 
day and night this 
time of year with just 
enough of a breeze to 
take your mind off of 
the mild humidity. 
World-Class Diving in 
Since I still think 
that the bars are the 
easiest way to learn 
about a city, I went 
barhopping. Tony, a 
local man, volunteered to be my 
tour guide and led me around 
Christopher St. We started at a great 
bar called Ty's, which like most 
NYC bars is tiny, about the size of 
the Backlot at the After Dark. From 
there we went to Hangers, which 
felt a lot like a Castro bar, and The 
Monster, a Village landmark. The· 
Hawaii Eco-Adventures Offers a Variety 
of Options for Gay Travelers 
FourWinds E
co-Adventures, winner of the 1997 
Reader's Choice Award from 
Rodale's Scuba Diving magazine, 
offers world-class diving experi-
ences for experts and novices alike. 
the number of activities included and hotel 
accomodations. 
Eco-Adventures is also taking reservations 
for its "World Trips" vacations to Papua 
. New Guinea (spring, 1998)_ and East Africa 
(fall, 1998). Both trips include two-day free 
diving packages in Hawaii. Travel 
Where the good times begin 
is the Monterey Peninsula's Hrst and only member of the 
.International Gay Travel Agents Association 
Specializing in: 
• Mardi Gras in Sydney 
or New Orleans 
• Key West 
• Provincetown 
• Mr. Leather 
r:r- • Lesbian Cruises 
• Gay Cruises 
• African Adventures 
• Leisure Travel 
• Eco Travel 
> · • Business Travel 
lnternalioncd Gay Travel Association 
Make FourWinds Travel 
your one stop business 




Located on the Kona Coast of the Big 
Island of Hawaii, Eco-Adventures takes 
advantage of the naturally clear waters sur-
rounding Hawaii, which attract a variety of 
wildlife. One tour leads divers to a nighttime 
encounter with manta rays, another . intro-
duces them to the humpback whales that 
winter in the warm waters off of the island 
starting in October. 
While not exclusively gay, Eco-Adventures 
makes a special effort to welcome gay men 
and women. Many of its regular customers 
come from the Bay Area and Central Coast. 
For those who aren't yet certified, Eco-
Adventures offers a 3-4 day open water cer-
tification course, which includes books, 
taxes, all gear, and a photo of your efforts. 
Private courses focussing on specific skills 
are also available, and more adyanced 
lessons for rescue divers, medics,· and dive-
masters. 
Eco-Adventures offers a variety of activi-
ties in addition to water sports, including 
hiking, biking, golfing, and horseback rid-
ing. Six-to-seven day packages are priced 
from $275 to $760 per person, depending on 
For more information on Eco-Adventures, 
contact your local travel agent or call 
800/329-7116, e-mail ecodive@ilhawaii.net. 
Resisting Resistance 
by Walt Senterfitt . 
reprinted from the August/September 1997 Being Alive Newsletter . 
T
he following is an update from the 
International Workshop on HIV Drug 
Resistance, Treatment Strategies and 
Eradication held in St. Petersburg, 
Florida on June 25-29, 1997. This workshop 
brought together 200 leading HIV researchers in 
an intimate workshop setting, but thereby 
excluded many others and most PWA/HIVs, 
advocates and community journalists. However, 
excellent reports were prepared by several atten~ 
dees and posted on the Internet (see reference 
for further information at the end of this article). 
Introduction 
Viral resistance to apti-HIV drugs is a topic 
which few of us understand very well, even as 
we are vaguely aware that it is of central impor-
tance to our daily lives and future prospects. 
This conference provided the best summary of 
our emerging knowledge· in this area likely to be 
available in 1997, and also highlighted the criti-
cal unknowns. To help me, and I hope you, 
understand the topic better, I will start with a 
few definitions of key terms and concepts. 
Viral resistance refers to the ability of a partic-
ular HIV type to continue to reproduce and 
infect new immune systerri cells even in the pres-
ence of antiviral drugs in the body. The opposite 
of resistance is sensitivity. If a virus type is sen-
sitive to a drug, it means the drug or regimen 
stops that virus's reproduction and infection of 
new cells. 
"Drug Failure" refers to when an antiviral drug 
or combination regime;11 does not work, at all or 
any longer, for the person taking them. 
It is important to ·remember that not all failure 
is due to resistance. Some people may have trou-
ble absorbing enough of the drug from the stom-
ach into the bloodstream. Others may metabo-
lize the antiviral drug more rapidly or complete-
ly than average, and thus not maintain a high 
enough concentration in the bloodstream to con-
trol HIV replication. This enhanced metabolism 
is sometimes due to drug-drug interactions 
where one drug significantly affects the metabo-
lism of the other. Finally, since we all know that 
taking and tolerating these combinations is diffi-
cult, adherence or compliance problems can 
cause too little of the drugs or cocktails being in 
the bloodstream to keep HIV down. 
The Big News from the 
Conference 
The bad news first: evidence is piling up that 
many people develop generalized resistance to 
protease inhibitors as a class._ Specific mutations 
associated with one protease inhibito.r seem to · 
easily develop in the presence of tr~atment to 
another, different protease inhibitor. 
Furthermore, some mutations develop that are 
more generally associated . with the protease 
class of drugs as a whole. Nelfinavir (Viracept) 
may be a partial exception, though there was not 
enough experience and therefore not enough 
data from resistance studies with this newest 
drug in the class to be approved. The good news 
is that, for the majority of people, a protease-
containing comb~ation is still working to pre-
vent further immune system deterioration and 
illness. 
18 Months and Holding 
The standard for longevity is still being set by 
the combination of Crixivan (indinavir) plus 
3TC plus AZT. These may well not be the best 
drugs, either individually or in combination, but 
this regimen has the best data, thanks to Merck's 
continuing study number 035, and thus is still 
the standard to which all other combinations are 
compared. More than 85% of the people origi-
nally enrolled on this three-drug therapy still 
had "undetectable" viral loads (less than 500 
copies/ml) after 70 weeks of treatment. These 
were people with fairly advanced infection (less 
than 200 CD4 cells) and considerable previous 
AZT exp~rience, many showing genotypic evi-
dence of resistance to AZT, but who had not 
previously taken either 3TC or a protease. 
This combination's potency was also rein-
forced by ACTG 320, which compared 
AZT /3TC/Crixivan to AZT /3TC/placebo. This 
group· was more advanced, and had more previ-
ous antiviral experience, than the group in 
Merck 035. The baseline average CD4 count in 
this group was 90, and viral load averaged over 
100,000. At 40-weeks; the group getting Crixivan 
had an average increase in their CD4 count of . 
120, and 40% of them had an undetectable viral 
load. The study was stopped at that point 
because of a clear survival advantage for the 
protease-containing regimen: only 6'% of the 
Crixivan group had died in the first 40 weeks 
compared to 11 % in the placebo group. Not sur-
prisingly, the participants who did not do as 
well were those who, in general, started with 
lower CD4 counts and higher viral loads and/ or 
had taken more antiviral drugs previously for 
longer periods of time. 
"Undetectable" Does Not 
, Equal No Virus or No 
Resistance Developing 
Several studies presented reinforced this point. 
The majority of people whose viral load is unde-
tectable by the first generation viral load assays 
in general use (Roche's HIV RNA-PCR test and 
Chiron's bDNA test) had detectable viral loads 
on more sensitive tests. That is, the majority of 
people on combination therapy in these studies 
had viral loads between 20 (the lowest level of 
HIV copies/ml any current test can measure) 
and 400-500 (the low limit of detection for the 
above tests). 
In this category are, many people who ~re 
doing very well, maintaining stable viral load 
measurements and steady increases in CD4 
cells. But this category also contains a majority 
of the people whom these regimens fail, and 
also the majority for whom this failure is due to 
viral drug resistance. Resistance develops more 
slowly in this range, understandably enough, 
but it does co1;tinue to develop. 
Even in .the most suppressed individuals, 
those with viral _loads less than 20 copies/ml, a 
(perhaps small) proportion of them were shown 
to have developed some resistant virus. 
However, for the majority in this "most sup-
pressed" category, no evidence of development 
of resistance could be found. That is good news! 
These findings mean everyone should be fol-
lowed with the more sensitive tests as soon as 
practicable. It matters if your hiv replication is 
"highly suppressed" (under 400-500) or "fully 
suppressed" (under 20), so the target for treat-
ment should be the latter. 
Resistance Assays : Not· 
Ready For Prime Time 
Many PWAs and their doctor have begun to 
use the tests for genotypic resistance available, 
at a high price, from some specialized commer-
cial laboratories. For now, this appears to be a 
waste of money, and may perhaps lead to mis-
leading "information." The problems are 
twofold: the tests are not sensitive or compre-
hensive enough to pick up all genetic mutations 
that may have relevance; and genotype is not 
clearly enough associated with phenotype to be 
predictive or explanatory of resistance anyway, 
on the basis of current knowledge. In other 
words, you may get different results from a test 
for genotypic resistance (say "not resistant") 
compared to a phenotypic resistance test ("resis-
tant to x drug at feasible concentration") and 
even the latter may not match with the actual 
failure happening in the body. 
What's the Best Information 
Source In the Meantime? 
The good news is that the combination of CD4 · 
count and pre-treatment or pre-change-in-treat-
ment viral load was extremely predictive of the 
long-term success of treatment. The combination 
of both is bette.r than either used separately. 
Furthermore, the-best additional data, especially 
for those who start with low CD4 and/or high 
viral load, is the previous history of taking 
antiviral drugs: which ones, how long, how 
effective and what problems occurred. For 
instance, one wants to start a combination if pos-
sible with all new drugs, and again, if possible, 
to change from one combination to a new one 
also made up of all new drugs. If this isn't possi-
ble, then at least you want to try to stay away 
from drugs known to be close in their resistance 
patterns to those you have taken (the term. for 
this is cross resistance). This implies that keep-
ing a careful drug.history is a good idea for indi-
viduals. · ' 
Other data presented showed that if a regimen · 
was going to work in the long term, it had 
reached its maximum effect ·by anywhere 
between week 8 _and week 28. This reinforces 
previous studies showing that one can tell fairly 
early on if a drug combination is going to work 
or not. By week 12 or so of a new regimen, if you 
have not reached a satis_factorily low viral load, 
yov should' start conferring with y9ur provider 
about a strategy to modify or change your regi-
men. 
Jury Still Out On Possibility 
of Eradication · 
New data presented moved back the most 
optimistic time clock for the potential of eradi-
cating HIV from the bodies of those who begin 
optimal treatment (whatever exactly that turns 
out to be!) at the ideal time (very early in infec-
tion, probably). The reason stems from a finding 
mentioned by Drs: Ho and Markowitz in their 
updates at the 4th Retroviral Conference in 
January: even when nearly all evidence of hiv 
has been eliminated, it seems to persist awhile 
longer in a small number of quiet or resting T-
cells, in the form of "proviral DNA," or hiv's 
genetic material inserted into the m:1-cleus of Me 
latently infected cell. Such quiet cells are a tiny 
proportion of the total T-cell population (well 
under 1%) and are not making any new hiv. The 
two disquieting new facts are: 1) these take a lot 
longer to ·eliminate by natural attrition and cell 
death than previously believed, and 2) as long as 
they are there, they can at least under some cir-
cumstances rise up and start producing HIY, 
thus starting the whole damn business over 
again. Net result: the current countdown to 
shortest possible length of treatment to eradica-
tion equals six years. 
For more information, see reports by Dr. 
Steven Deeks and Dr. William O'Brien ori the 
Internet at http:/ /hivinsite.ucsf.edu and 
http:/ /www.healthcg.c~m. ... 
Edited reprint from the Being Alive Newsletter: 
Being Alive is an organization OF and FOR people 
living with HIV For a subscription, call Tel -
213.667.3262, TTD - 213.661.7837; FAX 
213.667.2735. Website: www.mbay.net/-bngalive/ 
They're really a great non-p~ofit with the highest 
standards of HIV/AIDS reporting. , ,.. 
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LOVE, ROMANCE & FUN 
Meet that special person!. 
Set up your own personal message. 
1-900-287-0467 Ext. 7767 
$2.99 per min. 
Must be 18 yrs 
Serv-U (619) 645-8434 
·"~Commentary 
The Dorothy Complex 
Thoughts On Why So Many Gay Men Try So 
Hard To Be 14-year Old Girls 
T
. hey are always late, they're 
always broke, and when they're 
11ot dishing someone outside of 
·their clique they're obsessed with 
what their friends think of them. They 
... ~an't muster an original thought so they 
,-,dl!l 
rely on movies and magazines to tell them 
what to· think, drink, eat, drjve, wear, live, 
love, and do. They're obsessed with their · 
hair, with their figures, and with falling in 
love. 
The fact that I can describe pubescent 
girls and many of the gay men· I know 
with the same adjectives troubles me, as it 
should trouble our community. 
Killing the Witch· 
I'm neither a sociologist or a social psy-
chologist, but I do pay attention to what is 
going on around me. I realize that point-
ing these things out is fruitless, since no 
·-r,ne changes once they are comfortable. 
This is meant to make you wince a little. 
After waiting an hour or more for a din-
ner date to show, only to have him explain 
that he had trouble with his hair, fell 
asleep, or got a phone call and had to "chat 
a while" with someone that he sees every 
day, my patience has worn thin. When 
these men are asked if they would ever 
exhibit similar behavior at a business . 
meeting, the answer is always /lof course 
not!" (read: I care more about my job than 
I do about you). 
Of course, I'm not imm~~ to falling into 
---this pattern myself. There are days when I 
trample over people's feelings without a 
care, or when I stare at my hair for hours 
worrying about the encroaching gray. But 
I don't ·use my being gay as an explana-
tion; that is simple vanity. 
The protracted adolescence condoned 
and in some ways encouraged by gay cul-
ture needs · to end if gay men are ever to 
. demonstrate that they should be taken 
seriously by the rest of the community. 
Throw-away terms like "Gay Standard 
Time" are funny among gay friends, but 
dqn't exactly garner you respect in the 
..,pyes of those outside of our community. 
You might .think that gay men would 
become at least modestly self-aware once 
they lost their looks, their hair, or their 
ability to avoid being calleq a troll. Not so. 
How many times have you had to listen 
.;._ quietly as a gay nian rails against the 
stereotype of a gay man, i.e., promiscuous, 
shallow, effeminate, emotionally imma-
ture, and intensely lonely. The punchline, 
of course, is that so many gay men in their 
30' s and 40' s fit this stereotype like a pair 
of spandex shorts. Ask them to discuss 
their accomplishments in bettering the gay 
community, and they'll start talking about 
their tricks. Ask them who the mayor of 
their city is, and they'll say Harvey Milk. 
Time to Drop A House 
The easiest way to end this vicious cycle 
is to end your tolerance for this behavior. 
If someone is habitually late without call-
ing to say they've been delayed, they 
should be left behind or not invited in the 
first place. Bitter queens should be 
ignored, or better yet left to face the preju-
dice of the youth culture they created and 
fed off of until their butts started to sag. 
I suppose this sort of angry rhetoric is 
pointless, but of the hundreds of gay men 
I've met, there are a few dozen that I 
would consider adults. I find this sad. 
There is a difference between playfulness 
and childishness. The perpetuation of 
childish (irresponsible) behavior needs to 
end with the current generation, and to 
some degree 'I think that is happening. 
The gay men in the generation after mine 
seem to have already lived through their 
adolescence and not saved it up for their 
30s. If anyone is to change the meaning of 
what it is to be·" gay," I'll place my bets on 
the 20-somethings to create real change in 
this world. The generations of gay men 
who have lived in Monterey County _thus 
far have done nothing. If we have to rely 
on drag queens to get things done in this 
town, I'll support the drag queens. 
Back to Kansas 
As the gay community leaves its shell 
and begins to stand among other minority 
groups as an equal, we need to learn to act 
o_n the grand "vision" for gay equality 
bandied about so· thoughtlessly. Before 
asking for "rights," ask yourself what you 
have done to help someone other than 
yourself . 
If nothing changes, we will lose-and 
rightly · so:_the respect of those many 
brave people who struggled, sacrificed 
and sometimes died for the rights we now 
so self-righteously flout. 
-Wes Kashiwagi 
Men ·Fot Men 
Moustaches and Wranglers GWM, 39, 5'10", 
185#, moustache, seeks fit GM, 30-45, light smok-
er, light drinker, and good kisser. Have a mous-
tache and Wranglers, too, and you're mine. I'm 
looking for a relationship, but enjoy dating. Prefer 
someone in Salinas or South County. (Respond to 
#040207) 
Seeking soulmate in Santa Cruz GWM, 28, 
HIV+, 5'6", 150, muscular brn/brn, mustache, goa-
tee moderately hairy I'm versatile, mostly top. 
Cute guy, seeking WM, versatile, interested in 
exploring toys, fantasies. Physically, spiritually fit. 
Levi, leather, open-minded who also loves 
moveies, music, and quiet nights together. Send 
letter and photo to George, 223 Darwin St., Santa 
Cruz, CA 95062. No Games. 
23 y.o. Athletic, Fit Bisexual medical grad stu-
dent moving to Monterey in late August. Seeking 
safe, secure, gay /bi male with similar interests and 
age to room with. Can help with rent. Sincere 
replies only, please. (Respond to #040205) 
Boys, Boys, Boys Attractive GWM, 6', 160#, 
HIV-. Loves to worship your young, slim, sleek 
form. Let my experience show you new pleasures 
in life, sensual and more. Send letter w /your 
desires and fantasies. Needing fulfilled, picture if 
possible. 18 and over. (respond to #040204) 
• 
Women For Women 
Sexy 39 yr old Femme Lesbian Physical 
therapist would like to meet androgynous lesbian. 
The qualities and desire are kindness and integrity. 
Please be financially secure. My interests include 
cultural events walking, dancing, golfing. I would 
like to explore the Monterey area. (Respond to 
#040203) 
New Arrival to Monterey Area GWF (young 
40's) hoping to meet that special lesbian who is 
somewhat fit, professional, fun-loving to enjoy con-
certs, mo_vies, dinner, tennis, long talks and walks, 
or just quiet evenings together getting to know 
each other or whatever you would like. If you are 
caring, honest, sensitive, and into living your life 
with your heart and head instead of by crystals, 
chants, and horoscopes, please write to me. I'm a 
little shy (we shy ones are the most romantic, you 
know), but very caring, friendly, easy-going and a 
good listener. Sure would like to meet another 
woman interested in building a life together, 
through happy times and hard times, not into hop-
ping around. If you're this kind of woman, I'd love 
to hear from ya! (respond to #040206) 
New In Town GWF, 21, ~lack hair/ green eyes. 
Fem. In search of GWF under 25 who enjoys clubs, 
punk shows, movies and who wants to show me 
where to find these things. Also in search of 
friends. I don't know anyone out here .. (Respond to 
#040202). 
Looking for a GWF 50-65 Adventure, fun, 
laughs, travel, antique hunts to Native American 
pueblos. NS/ND. Love cats and parrots. (Respond 
to #040201). 
And ... 
New in U.S. 19 yr old East European gay boy ISO 
a "sister" ot two to become better grounded in the 
new country. I could even play boyfriend for your 
family. Wouldn't you like a non-sexual relationship 
with a boy? Box Holder, P.O. box 1064, Carmel, CA 
93921. 
ISO Coming Out Partner Healthy, physically 
fit, caucasian cross-dressing male, seeks dominant 
caucasian woman for friendship, companionship, 
support, and continued feminization including 
clothing selection, make-up, wigs. I am sincere and 
committed. (respond to #040301) 
All submissions are strictly confidential and are 
run for three consecutive issues or as space allows. 
Mail your responses to: 
1 The Paper, 787 Laine,st. #5 Monterey, CA 9394Q 
Roommates Wanted 
The Paper will 
run your room-
mate ads for free. 
Send them to us 
using the· 
Classifieds form 
on the next page. 
We in no way 
screen these ads I 
so please check 
their references 
carefully. 
NEED A PLACE 
No Listings 
HAVE A PLACE 
Monterey 
GWF, 45 seeks housemate. Must be employed, mature, responsible, quiet, con-
siderate and love animals. No drugs, smoke. Lovely area, view inc/w W /D, 
fireplace, utilities except phone. $400/mo. 373-5393. 
Del Rey Oaks 
Room available for rent in three-bedroom Del Rey Oaks house. Quiet neigh-
borhood, easy access to Highway 68 and 1, plenty of parking. Currently occu-
pied by two GWM, 26 and 31. Rent is $400/month plus 1/3 utilities. For more 
information ·call 393-2578. 
New Monterey 
Room in great 3bdrm house. $450 a month, 1/3 utilities and deposit. Exeellent 
deck & view. Must be reliable and responsible. Call Jorge or Michael. 648-0125; 
I 
0
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Services 
Gays and Lesbians! 
Look the best! Private sessions now available to 
learn how to look like a million bucks. Have the 
makeover you have always wanted yet never 
knew where to go. Call now for a confidential 
interview. 408-655-5357. 
Jones Janitorial Service 




www.womengolfers.com or {415) 964-8219 for info. 
Easy going, fun events. Beginners welcome. By For 
Women Golfers. 
Nightclubs & Bars - -
After Dark 
Dancing Thurs thru Sun, patio, full bar. Open M-F, 
4:30 to 2, Sat-Sun, 8-2. 214 Lighthouse Ave., New 
Monterey (near the Presidio, cross street Reeside) 
373-7828. After Dark Info Line, 373-8470. 
\ 
Blue Lagoon 
Dancing in the heart of Santa Cruz. Dancing on 2 · 
floors, full bar, pool tables, mix~d straight/gay 
crowd. 923 Pacific Avenue, Santa Cruz, 423-7117. 
Eddie's 
Tuesdays are women's pool tournament nights, 
Saturdays are lesbian nights. Large dance floor 
with DJ on Sats. Pool tables, games, friendly 
crowd. 2200 North Fremont in Monterey. 375-6116. 
Franco's Norma Jean 
Dancing, restaurant, full bar. Open Sats. 10639 
Merritt St., Castroville (near the Wells Fargo Bank). 
633-2090. 
Lighthouse Bar and Grill 
Newly remodeled, pool table, hot snacks, beer bust 
on Sundays from 2 p.m. 281 Lighthouse Ave. in 
Monterey. 373-4488. Open daily from 5 to 2. 
Women's Resources -
WomenCARE 
Women's cancer advocacy, resources and educa-
tion, 457-CARE 
Lesbian Therapy Group 
For Lesbians coming out, becoming empowered, 
wanting healthy relationships with self and others .. 
Weekly, fee charged. Call 648-4405. 
Monte~y Rape Crisis Center 
Rape Crisis Line, 375-4357; North County Crisis 
line, 633-5900; Office, 373-3955. · 
Bisexual Resources 
Bisexual Support Group 
Guided rap and discussion group. At the Billy 
Defrank Center (see listing under "Community"), 
293-2429 
Women's Bisexual Network 
Of Santa cn:iz and the Greater Monterey Bay Area 
427-4556. 
Men's Resources 
Man to Man 
Offering a variety of sex positive programs and 
events. Sponsor of Hot & Healthy safer sex parties, 
gay male outreach and education. Contact Craig ' 
Wenzl at 772-8202. 
Gay Men's Health Coalition 
Providing information on local HIV issues, refer-
ences. 649-2555 
Community Groups 
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) 
Central Office. 373-3713 or 424-9874 
ACLU for Monterey County 
373-4491 or 373-082~ 
BAYMEC 
Lesbian & gay political organization. Call 899-2263. 
Gay Teen Alliance · 
For lesbian, gay, bisexual, and questioning youth 
under age 25. Call 393-3457 in Monterey; 772-8202 in 
Salinas. Or visit www.gtamonterey.org 
Grande Cypress Empire 
A non-profit fund raising ·organization benefiting local 
g~y and AIDS agencies. 394-6846. 
Integrity 
Gay Episcopalian group. Call 484-2326. 
Lesbian Alliance 
A local group offering a variety of social activities. 
Call 648-4338 for more information. 
Metropolitan Community Church 
Worship lime: 10 am, Sundays, Mariposa 
Hall, 801 Lighthouse Ave, Monterey. (408) 459-8442. 
I rmcc@geocities.com 
Monterey Bay Bears 
Social group open to all in Monterey-Salinas area. 
P.O. Box 3264, Monterey, CA 93942. (408) 392-1482 or 
(408) 646-0846, MontereyBayBears@usa.net 
Mtry. County Health Department 
HTV testing and other services. 755-4512 
Monterey PFLAG 
Parent's and Friends of Lesbians and Gays. Meets the 
4th Tuesday of every month in Carmel. Call (408) · 
655-FLAG for info on meetings and speakers. Santa 
_Cruz Chapter (408) 662-4780: · 
The Paper 
Monterey County's only gay newspaper. C,all Wes at 
655-3756, or write to 787 Laine St. #5, Monterey, 
93940. E-mail wes@mbay.net 
http:/ /www.mbay.net/-wes/monterey / 
Peninsula Professionals Network 
Peninsula Professionals Network social group for 
professional men & women from the Central Coast. 
Meetings held the 2nd Wednesday of the month. C<;1ll 
Del or Donn at 659-2446. 
Pride of Monterey County 
Responsible for planning and organizing fyfonterey's 
Annual gay pride festival and parade. Call 655-2045. 
Salud Para La Gente 
Comprehensive health services and education in 
Spanish and English for the Pajaro Valley. Call 763-
~413 (voicemail). 
Sarita Cruz Community Center 
1328 Commerce Lane in Santa Cruz. A great resource 
for all of your queer needs and a nice way to meet 
some new faces. Publisher of "The Manifesto" 
monthly newspaper. Call 425-LGBC. 
1 year (six issues) for $12 
The Paper is delivered in a fashionably plain envelope. 
Name _______________________ _ 
Street Address __________________ _ 
City _________ State __ Zip _______ _ 
Home Phone 
E-mail address (optional) __________ _ 
PLEASE NOTE: Subscription rates apply only to mailing 
addresses within the continental United States (but are still 
a steal). The Paper cannot fulfill your subscription without 
the above information. It will be kept strictly confidential. 
Mail check(s) made payable to "The Paper" to 787 Laine 
St. #5, Monterey, CA, 93940. Subscription requests not . 
accompanied by payment will be thrown away. 
L-~-~--------------------~ 
HIV/AIDS Resources 
Monterey County AIDS Project 
Services for those with HTV I ATOS. Volunteers 
always welcome. 780 Hamilton, Seaside, 394-4747; 
and 12 E. Gabilan St., Salinas, 772-8200. For volun-
teer information call 394-4747. 
John XXIII .AIDS Ministry 
Housing and other services for HIV+ folks. Michael 
Center, 540 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, '655-1737 
Red Ribbon Benefit Shop 
Proceeds go to benefit locals with HTV / AIDS. 485 
Lighthouse Ave., Monterey. To donate or for more 
information, 647-7100. 
Peninsula HIV+ Support Group 
For men and women. Group meets every 2nd and 
4th Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Monterey County AIDS 
Project's office in Seaside, 780 Hamilton. Call 
MCAP for more information at 394-4747. 
Salinas HIV+ Support Group 
Group meets twice a month in Salinas. Call the 
Monterey County AIDS Project's Salinas office for 
more information at 772-8200. 
Family, Friends, & Partners 
Meets the 1st & 3rd Suns. of the month in Salinas at 
7 p.m. Call Tom Sanguino for location and more 
info 655-4080. 
Moms for Moms 
Support group for moms of people with ATOS. 
Meets the 2nd & 4th Weds. of every month in 
Monterey. Call 655-1737 or Jeanne Steinbach at 484-
2265. 
Pet Support Program 
MCAP pet-loss grief counseling and ,mimal-assist-
ed therapy for MCAP clients and their companion 
animals. Call Terri Austin at 649-6283. 
Transvestite Resources 
Wanted: Cleopatra, Marilyn 
Monroe, and Elizabeth Taylor 
Come learn to look your best and be adored by 
others. Our personal make-up artist sessions are 
available to you now in our private studio. Have 
· the make over you have always wanted yet never 
knew where to go. Call for an appointment 408-
655-5357 
Safe Cross Dressing In Carmel 
At least 3% of the heterosexual male population 
has the need to express their feminine persona. 
Thanks to bold people like Ed Wood, "Tootsie", 
Dennis Rodman, and many others, it is becoming 
more socially acceptal;Jle. For support, friendship 
and safe, confidential, crossdressing experience in 
the Carmel area call Society for the Second Self: 
626-8008 
Flowering at The Blue Rose 
So many who are really girls! Longing, frustration. 
Blue Rose offers help to those really wanting to ' 
come out. No meetings. B.R. parties i3t safe loca-
tions: Do you have a cozy home? Lessons on how 
to become a transvestite. B.R. is actively bi, gay, 
erotic. Ages 30-60. Non-dressers can be fun too! 
Call Gayle 685-2309. 
Transgender Resources 





The Paper will run your 
community listings for free. 
If you are a non:profit 
agency that caters to the 
gay community, send your 
announcement to The 
Paper at 787 Laine St. #5, 
Monterey, CA 93940. You 
can also reach via e-mail at 
wes@mbay.net 
Deadline is the 1st before a print date 
D Classified Ad 
D Community Resource 
List Under: 
D Personal Ad: 
D Women Seeking Women 
0 Men Seeking Men 
0 Bisexual 
0 Alternative Lifestyles 
D Transgender 
0 Transvestite 
0 Other ___ _ 
(Men Seeking Women, Women Seeking Men) 
The Paper cannot process your ad without the following info: 
Name · 
Street Address 
City State Zip 
Phone 
For Personal Ads: 
I certify that I am 18 years of age or older: 
fl:n 
(Signature required) 
For Classified Ads: 
I certify that the above information is accurate and complete 
fl:n (Signature required) 
LEGAL STUFF YOU SHOULD READ assumes no responsibility for the content of personai 
Guidelines: Include any information about yourself ads, nor to any reply received by the advertiser. The 
that you would like to share, but please note that The advertiser assumes full and total liability for the con-
Paper reserves the right to edit for graphic language or tent of the ad and all replies received. The advertiser r 
reject any ad deemed offensive or negative. The Paper agrees that The Paper and its employees ·are to - be 
will only consider ads submitted by persons 18 years indemnified of any liabilities, damages resulting from I 
of age or older. No ads seekmg persons under age 18 the publication, or any costs or expenses (including 
will be published. Disclaimer: The Paper holds or attorney's fees). I 
Clip & mail this splendid form to The, Paper 
787 Laine St. #5, Monterey, CA 93940 
The Paper is a gay newspaper that tries to walk the web press. Monterey's Gay Homepage is updat-
fine line between fluff and meat. Irregardless, ed bimonthly depending on Wes' mood and 
we're digitally savvy and multimedia, baby, so uploaded to Monterey Bay Internet's server, 
deal with it. The gradually improving layout is which the publisher also erriploys for body surf-
done in Quark Xpress on Wes' aging Power Mac. ing late at night (his collection is getting mighty 
Non-digital text from press releases and chats, impressive). The newly single layout staff still 
with that annoying guy at ~  works to Drag, kd lang; 
· bar with all the Great • Epiphany, Chaka Kahn; 
Ideas is typed or OCR-ed • • • • Cowboy; Erasure becaud is 
via TextBridge. Photos are broke. Creative insight comes 
scanned in via an Epson ESlOOO-C scanner prior via limited but regular dose of Harvey 
to being de-flawed in Photoshop. Vector graphics Wallbangers, wild dancing, and "all-natural-but-
are created in Illustrator and Streamline. National who-are-we-trying-to-kid" regular Winstons. 
news comes via the Web and press releases. Distribution is done from Wes' trusty Mitsubishi 
Quark files are transferred via Zip drive (finally) despite the front door locks being shot. The Paper 
for output direct to film at 1200 dpi at The Herald, is a 100% digital, 80% queer publication. We work 
which is then sent on to the talented1 handsome, harder to keep you looking busy when you're sit-
and cordial pressmen (The Paper is still straunch- ting at the·bar and no one seems to want to ta}k to 
ly pro-union, fellas). The run takes a matter of you. Now stop reading the fine print anJILy 





Twin ea.pc. . . . $199 
Full ea. pc. . . . $219 
Queen Set ... . $499 
King Set ..... . $799 
FR~· 
The Do-Not-Disturb"Mattttss 
Twin ~a.pc. · .. . $249 
Full ea. pc. . . . $269 
Queen Set ... . $599 
King Set ; .... . $949 




MORE ~BEALITYREST®I . ~ ·nnoRE . CARE®! .• MORE' BACK ' SUPPORTER®!" • MORE. CHOICES I 
SPRING ~IR SUPPORTER 
99 9s 
Twin Set 
Full set .... $699 
Queen set ... $7 49 
King set .... $999 
ADJUSTABLE 
BED SALE! 
"More Than A Great 
~ . Night's Sleep!" 
• Ultimate comfort & correct support 
• Helps relieve muscle aches & pain 
• Soothes stress, increases circulation 
• Recommended for individuals suffering 
from backaches, hernia and conditions 
where elevation of extremities is desireable 
• Some models with wireless remote control! 
See VAN'S for 
the BEST PRICE! 
BACK CARE ULTIMATE 
9s 
Twin Set 
Full set .... $699 
Queen set ... $799 
King set ..... $999 
